22”, 48” RGB LED Wall Washer 25W/55W

This RGB LED Wall Washer 25W/55W is the perfect solution for lighting up walls and surfaces with rich color light. Its 18/36 RGB High Power LEDs (6/12 Red, 6/12 Green, 6/12 Blue), deliver amazing colors and brightness levels never seen before. It offers outstanding performance in any type of environment with its IP65 weather protection and die cast aluminum body.

Thanks to its patented polycarbonate narrow angle output lenses, it can create a very precise color mixing output light, creating a perfect color projection without any blemishes or color mismatches.

Main Features:

DMX Control - Each LED Wall Washer comes embedded with DMX512 protocol and 2 Input/Output XRL-DMX Connectors. This unit can be daisy-chained to other units enabling them to run the same program seamlessly. There are a variety of simple and complex DMX controls available.

Auto Program - Each LED Wall washer includes the auto program function, which enables the unit to run predefined internal programs, if an external DMX Control system is not available.

Functions available in auto-program mode:
- Single color selection, (7 colors available: Warm White, Red, Green, Blue,Yellow, Cyan; Magenta)
- 9 Brightness levels for single colors
- Fading program with 7 colors, and speed selection
- Flashing program with single color or moving colors

Die Cast Aluminum Body - This unit can withstand hard abuse. Its tempered front glass, can withstand great impacts without chipping or breaking.

Pivotal Support System can be angled 15° to achieve a perfect wash, thanks to its adjustable angle system.

ETL Listed, RoHs compliant

Main Product Features:

- All Weather Ip65
- Industrial Grade
- 18/36 High Power LED’s
- RGB
- Extended Reach
- 15 degree Beam
- RGB/DMX Controlled
- 120VAC
- Max 25w / 55w
- Built-in Color Changing
- Easily Daisy Chain Units
- Hard-Wire Unit

Specifications:

- 3 Year Warranty
- Weight: 8.05 / 14.45 lbs.
- Size: 22”Lx3”Wx5”H / 48.8”Lx6”Wx5”H